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INTRO
For the fourth time, we are happy to share insights, stories, and

Alumni Companies Illustrate the Power of the Mastercard

success cases from the Mastercard Lighthouse program. 2022

Lighthouse Network to Generate Partnerships and Growth

brought travelling back to our lives, which gave us the opportunity

Since its launch in 2018, the Lighthouse program has already played

to host many of the workshops and events of the program in-per-

a part in many partnerships between fintechs / impact-tech start-

son again, and we are beyond happy to be back at SLUSH. Our

ups, our partners, and with Mastercard. The Lighthouse team has

aim is to convey and exemplify the great opportunities and part-

interviewed two alumni companies whose journey in raising invest-

nerships that arise from discussions and working together in the

ments and forming partnerships has been consistently successful.

Nordic and Baltic fintech and impact-tech ecosystem to facilitate

From the FINITIV side, we are featuring Enfuce who partnered

innovation.

with Mastercard to extend its Cards-as-a-Service platform in the
Nordics. From the MASSIV program participants, the team has in-

The Winners of the Programs

terviewed Normative, who recently received new funding to power

Selecting the overall program winners among such a great co-

the next generation of carbon accounting.

hort of companies as we have seen this year is not an easy task.
However, after some tough discussions and great input from the

We hope you will have a great read – and that we see you again

program partners, the two companies that impressed us most

during Spring 2023!

were Econans for FINITIV and EcoTree for MASSIV. On Page 11 we
list both the overall program winners as well as other awards presented during the Showcase event, including the Investor Award,
People’s Choice Award, Impact Potential Award, MASSIV Finalists,
and FINITIV Country Winners’ Awards.
The Economic Downturn Impacts the Expectations of Both
Investors and Founders
The startup industry is facing difficult market conditions during the
current economic downturn. Therefore, we have interviewed investors, industry experts and founders of the Mastercard Lighthouse
Fall 2022 cohort to ask their opinions on the current market trends.
On Page 12–16 you can read more about how our interviewees see
the effects of the downturn at different funding stages and across
industries, and their best tips and tricks for companies looking to

MATS TARALDSSON

sustain their growth.

H E A D O F I N N OVAT I O N ,
F I N T E C H A N D I M PAC T-T E C H E N GAG E M E N T S
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THE PROGRAM

LIGHTHOUSE CONSISTS OF TWO TRACKS:
LIGHTHOUSE FINITIV & LIGHTHOUSE MASSIV

LIGHTHOUSE FINITIV
The FINITIV program is part of Mastercard’s continuous
effort to support the fintech community in the Nordics
and Baltics. We do this by connecting startups with our
corporate partners, having growth as the end goal for
all parties involved. FINITIV is designed especially for
fintechs in the region who dare to challenge the status
quo and address key issues for players in the market.

v

GIGAPAY
SWEDEN

ECONANS

SOSSIP

SWEDEN

SWEDEN

Gigapay provides scalable salary
payments infrastructure for the creator
economy, helping businesses in this
industry to complete their KYC, facilitating
pay-in/payout, with tax calculations and
reporting included through an API or UI.

Econans provides white-label simulation
services, which enable consumers to
understand potential costs, climate
impact and break-even points of various
energy saving measures. This also allows
the banks to collect valuable data.

PLEXIAN

D2I FINANCIAL SERVICES FPSYSTEM

SWEDEN

Plexian offers merchants a digital
engagement platform, helping them to
give customers the right deal at the right
time and enhancing their customer insight,
by innovating continuous data streams
through open banking, card rails and
fintech ecosystem partnerships.

SWEDEN

Sossip is a payment and transaction
solution that uses AI to create smart
money management services, providing
a gamified personal finance solution for
consumers, with smart solutions for any
bank and customer insights for partner
companies.

FINLAND

D2I Financial Services enables merchants
to offer customers an easy and seamless
payment experience by offering payment
facilitator functionalities across multiple
partner-banks. Relying on innovative AI,
a merchant can choose the right acquiring
bank.
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FPSystem is developing a seamless
biometric payment and financing solution
for events and holiday resorts. Their
technology transforms consumers’ palms
into a card that can be used for touchless
payments by serving as a key, ticket or ID.

THE PROGRAM
BCAR.APP
FINLAND

FINANCEKEY
FINLAND

MOBIBANK
FINLAND

Bcar.app provides global sharing and
quickpay on-site solutions purely made for
the EV charging industry. The company
is developing an ecosystem based on the
philosophy that any business or person
should be able to share EV-chargers of any
model, with all payment options, direct
payments and on all available EV charging
apps.

FinanceKey offers NextGen Treasury
Management Software for scale-ups and
digitally ambitious corporate treasuries.
FinanceKey frees up treasurers’ time
from tedious manual routines, enables
businesses to earn money via realtime optimization and provides easy
integrations with treasury APIs.

Mobibank provides a mobile open banking
ecosystem that combines traditional
banking with blockchain technologies,
creating a frictionless ecosystem for
people, companies and public institutions.
It combines all of the end users’ banking
needs in one hub, thus removing the need
for multiple apps.

VALEGA CHAIN
ANALYTICS

HUNTLI

TAILWIND

FINLAND

VALEGA Chain Analytics uses blockchainbased automated compliance and
transaction risk analysis to prevent
money-laundering and other criminal
activity associated with digital currencies.
Valega is able to classify different
transactions and virtual assets into the
appropriate risk categories.

L AT V I A

L AT V I A

Huntli helps banks, fintechs, e-commerce
merchants and online gambling and
betting companies to stay on top of
current AML/CFT regulations. It saves
clients up to 60% on compliance costs
by providing them with a specialized and
highly adjustable set of tools for risk
management, live transaction monitoring
and fraud prevention.

Tailwind is a web app that makes it easier
for small businesses to forecast their
cash flows thanks to visualization and
automation. The future cash flow of a
company is presented as an interactive
chart that provides interpretable visual
clues and allows the user to easily modify
the forecast.

Continues...
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THE PROGRAM
CROWDEDHERO
L AT V I A

OLPAY

KWOTA

LITHUANIA

CrowdedHero is an equity crowdfunding
platform that connects growing companies
wishing to attract additional capital
with investors searching for investment
opportunities with the possibility to earn
dividends and higher returns.

ESTONIA

Olpay offers a streamlined, secure payment
solution to retailers, replacing their legacy
POS Terminal with a modern solution built
on Tap-on-Phone and Facial Recognition
Payment technologies. Olpay employs a
360˚ approach to financial management
including all-in-one payments, taxes, rewards,
BNPL and subscription services for recurring
purchases.

KWOTA creates digital validation and
trading of CO₂ emission savings derived
from material recycling. This creates an
advantage for businesses that use recycled
materials in production, by significantly
increasing material reuse. With a clear
incentive structure, they aim to decrease
CO₂ emissions, by increasing material
recycling through the Carbon Credits
Marketplace.

This edition of the Mastercard Lighthouse
FINITIV program focuses on the key trend of
“smarter payments” as more than a third
of the 15 participating companies focus on
enhancing the payment experience, developing
smarter solutions, loyalty, transaction
monitoring and fraud prevention.

LANA BRANDORNE
PROGRAM MANAGER

While it is important to continue to innovate,
in the current economic situation, investors
are looking for signs of profitability. If startups
are to survive, they need to show traction, as
growth projections alone will not be sufficient
during this downturn. The current Lighthouse
class seems to be in a good position to weather
the storm, and I look forward to seeing what
the future holds for them.

LIGHTHOUSE FINITIV
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THE PROGRAM

LIGHTHOUSE MASSIV
The Lighthouse MASSIV program is Mastercard’s
impact-tech partnership program dedicated to
helping one billion people live more prosperous
and secure lives by 2025. The program supports
sustainability and social impact startups to
scale globally, measuring impact, and pursuing
partnerships that have a high potential to improve
the prosperity of the planet.

WANDA
N O R WAY

KLIMATE

ECOTREE
DENMARK

DENMARK

Wanda supports circular and sharing
economies, by offering people and
companies ultra-convenient maintenance,
repair, sharing, and selling services that
help extend the lifespan of products.
Wanda is active in several Norwegian
cities and Stockholm and will soon be
expanding to other European urban areas.

Klimate is building the #1 infrastructure
platform for scaling the carbon removal
industry by bridging the gap between
demand and supply. As a green tech
startup, Klimate is delivering robust and
future-proof climate impact strategies
that empower responsible companies
to achieve Net Zero while accelerating
Carbon Removal technologies.

DILLALI

IGNITIA

ESTONIA

Dillali is a mobile-first income and expense
management tool for small and growing
businesses in Africa and emerging markets
to manage their financial records easily, by
transitioning from paper-based solutions
to a digital system. Businesses can
manage their invoices, receipts, expenses
and inventory all in one place, increasing
access to finance and loans for growth.

SWEDEN

Ignitia has developed a first-of-its-kind
weather forecasting model for tropical
areas, that focuses on simulating the
physics that govern weather in a tropical
climate. More precise weather data allows
farmers to improve their decision-making
processes to optimize farming practices,
reduce costs, improve yields and mitigate
climate change-induced risks.
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EcoTree is a nature-based solution
provider that rewards businesses and
individuals with a simple, ground-breaking
concept of tree-ownership that builds
biodiversity and supports sustainable
forestry in Europe. EcoTree already boasts
more than 58,000 individual tree owners
and 1,500 companies that are helping to
grow vibrant forests.

THE PROGRAM

“To date, we have helped more than 30
Nordic & Baltic impact-tech startups to
scale globally. This has resulted in startups
finding synergies for collaboration with each
other and signing partnerships with the
support of the advisory board.
Now that we have signed a partnership
with UNDP to strengthen the impact
measurement and management for startups,
we are more certain than ever that we are
working with companies that truly have a
significant impact on people and the planet.”

ELEONORE
HINLOPEN
PROGRAM MANAGER
LIGHTHOUSE MASSIV
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PROGRAM RESULTS

WINNERS OF THE FALL
2022 PROGRAM

In a time of crisis, startups have an even greater opportunity to solve pressing
problems. Econans helps consumers respond to rising energy costs by calculating the
climate impact and savings they can expect from making structural changes to their
homes. Econans’ diligent program efforts resulted in a signed bank partnership as
well as great feedback from all Lighthouse partners. Econans was voted the overall
Mastercard Lighthouse FINITIV Fall 2022 Winner for working with banks to tackle
a timely issue.

COUNTRY WINNERS
Sweden

Finland

Baltics

EcoTree proved to be truly ready for partnerships with their tangible tree-owning
and tree-planting solution. The company shows an impressive combination of social
impact and sustainability at the same time, focusing on both engaging individuals
and businesses in solving climate challenges and increasing biodiversity. The team
received great feedback from the advisory board and progressed well during the
program. EcoTree is ready to scale for the world!

FINALISTS

OTHER AWARDS
Impact potential

People’s choice award:
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Investor award:

KEY TOPIC

SURVIVAL GUIDE FOR THE
ECONOMIC DOWNTURN:
HOW INVESTORS AND FOUNDERS
SEE THE INVESTMENT LANDSCAPE
CHARACTERIZED BY UNCERTAINTY
Many use the pop-culture metaphor ‘Winter is Coming’ to capture the essence of
the difficult landscape the start-up industry is facing during the current economic
downturn. Clearly, we have been going through challenging times for a few years now,
without seeing the light at the end of the tunnel. But how does the economic situation
affect the start-up industry?

We interviewed investors from the Lighthouse Investor Circle, industry experts and start-up founders to understand
their experiences in relation to the current economic climate, their perceptions of the effects of the downturn at different funding stages or across industries, and to inquire about their best company survival tips.

GWEN SANDBERG

HELENE BLØCHER

JAVIER PEREZ

DMITRIJ SOSUNOV

Investment Director,
Inventure

Head of Business Banking
Denmark, Nordea

Founder and Managing
Partner, Global PayTech
Ventures

Founding Partner,
FIRSTPICK

KRISTAPS PRUSIS

ANDERS BACH
WAAGSTEIN

CEO, VNTRS

CILIA HOLMES
CEO, EQT Foundation

Partner, Den Sociale
Kapitalfond
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From Macroeconomic Perspective to the State of Venture
Capital Funding
When reading news and articles about the current state of the
economy, we bump into headlines such as ‘Global economic warning lights are flashing red ’ or ‘Global economy headed into recession ’. According to a study published by the World Bank, the risk
of a global recession is increasing, as the largest economies of the
world have significantly slowed down. An uneven recovery from the
COVID-19 pandemic, Russia’s war on Ukraine, and severe climate
catastrophes across the USA and Europe create economic uncertainty. At the same time, energy prices and inflation are reaching
historical highs, while supply chains are experiencing serious disruption.
By nature, economic downturns cause an increase in interest rates,
which brings difficulties to the startup industry. Investment decisions are more heavily scrutinized, and funding is more carefully assessed, meaning that meeting the expectations of investors can be
even more challenging. Therefore, companies are also looking for
new and alternative sources of funding besides traditional lenders
(e.g. crowdfunding, microlending, peer-to-peer lending).
Venture capital funding has experienced a major decline during the
second quarter of 2022. This also marked the first quarter with a
significant fall since the beginning of 2020, according to Crunchbase data .

Impact on the Fintech Scene in the Nordics & Baltics
We asked investors to share their experiences about the current
state of the economy. Gwen Sandberg, Investment Director at
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Inventure, points to a psychological aspect related to the compar-

-35%

As we were seeing increases in inflation and interest rates, Javier
Perez, Founder and Managing Partner at Global PayTech Ventures

Late Stage

recalls: “The immediate reaction was to hold back and withdraw

Global Venture Dollar Volume Through Q2 2022 (in billion dollars)

money from funds. Now everyone is getting over the shock.” To fur-

Source: Crunchbase

ther elaborate on the macro trends in the Baltics, Dmitrij Sosunov,
Founding Partner at FIRSTPICK adds that the tendencies are very
similar to the Nordics, although inflation is higher in Estonia, Lith-

Late-stage funding (Series C and later-lettered rounds) was im-

uania, and Latvia.

pacted the most, decreasing by 31% from quarter to quarter and
38% year over year. A possible explanation for this trend is that

All investors highlight the important fact that valuations have been

Initial Public Offerings (IPOs) within the tech scene have slowed,

falling from a previously very high level. They also mention that

while the interest of growth investors has shifted towards earlier

the degree of competition is going to get more intense. As fewer

stages (Series A and Series B rounds). A less dramatic decline can

companies will succeed in fundraising, startups should be more fo-

be observed within early-stage funding, due to a drop in outsized

cused, since being able to minimize their mistakes becomes more

rounds and a lower decrease in the number of deals completed.

important than ever. Gwen Sandberg mentions that it can cause

Seed and Angel funding remained strong in the last quarter, grow-

unfortunate situations for great companies as well, especially in

ing by 9% year over year. It shows, that for now at least, this type

later stages (e.g. needing to postpone their IPOs). Some industries

of funding is less affected by the downturn.

are more affected than others; the investors interviewed point out
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that consumer-facing fintechs or anything that requires large capital

Deep-diving into the Impact-tech Scene

expenditures may have a harder time in general.

In discussing the macro-trends with social impact-tech investors,

According to Helene Bløcher, Head of Business Banking, Denmark

those observed in the fintech space: “Looking back two years,

at Nordea, interest in the startup and growth environment is still

after the sudden downturn caused by the pandemic, the market

profound. However, investors are getting more cautious when

recovered, but valuations increased dramatically, especially in the

Kristaps Prusis, CEO at VNTRS mentions similar tendencies to

deciding where to deploy their money, meaning that closing the

later stages. Now we are experiencing readjustments.” As Kristaps

funding rounds take longer. “Investors are asking questions such

is working with early-stage startups, he is looking closely at the

as what the ‘next big thing’ is, where do they find a good startup

changes within these fundings. “Regarding early-stage startups,

and what does the valuation look like? The uncertainty also comes

valuations went up, but they are less dependent on macroeconomic

from finding the right price point, as buyers and sellers are danc-

factors than the later stage ones.”

ing around this question.” In the Baltics, Dmitrij Sosunov says it is
also harder to gain the desired funds there, particularly in the later

When deciding on an investment, Anders Bach Waagstein, Part-

stages. Talking about interesting areas worth paying attention to,

ner at Den Sociale Kapitalfond is looking at companies with social

he mentions: “The companies that are the focal point of Baltic in-

impact, that are scaling, when the commercial side of the business

vestments nowadays are fintechs with an Environmental, Social

is scaling as well. He mentions that within this sector, it is getting

and Governance (ESG) angle and data-driven products; there are

trickier to raise funds, as interest rates are growing, and every-

some quite interesting crypto and blockchain-related projects as

one is becoming more mindful. “Companies are focusing on being

well.”

more moderate with what they are asking, and also on having a
longer runway, approximately 24 months in the social impact-tech

Even though the difficulties of the current climate are apparent in

segment.”

the Nordics & Baltics, the attractiveness of the startup ecosystem
in the region is still outstanding. Among many favorable attrib-

Cilia Holmes, CEO at EQT Foundation is working within catalytic

utes of the region, Gwen Sandberg highlights that there are lot of

investment. She highlights that the need for such capital is much

funding opportunities for very disciplined companies, especially in

stronger during a crisis. “Catalytic investments are becoming more

Sweden. Besides funding, Helene Bløcher mentions that, in general,

meaningful nowadays, as they ensure that companies who make

regulators in Nordic countries are highly supportive of the founda-

impact a true priority can actually receive the desired funding.”

tion of new startup companies. Javier Perez also points out the

Deep-diving into the effects of the downturn on the specific im-

high sense of social responsibility in the Nordics, which requires

pact-tech areas, Cilia Holmes explains that climate-tech compa-

a common minimum standard of clarity, honesty and resolve to

nies, especially the ones focusing on energy saving solutions, are

achieve goals, paving the way for a successful startup environment.

still getting investments, but not necessarily at the same level as
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the original valuations. Food- and ed-tech are still very interesting

serving other businesses. With neobanks and consumer fintechs,

areas, although the regional risk of investing in another country for

profitability is usually far on the horizon, and we have seen huge

such projects, mainly in Africa, is higher. On the inclusion side, any

write-downs. In the B2B space, the opportunity for fintech com-

B2B software on financial inclusion and equity is still highly mar-

panies to have a positive impact on the future of many businesses

ketable, while regardless of the current crisis, health- and fem-tech

- be it SMEs or enterprises - is bigger than ever. There is a lot to

is having a harder time in fundraising.

tackle when it comes to gaining productivity and efficiencies in the
CFO domain, and many segments to address.”

All three investors highlight that healthy competition will remain
between the strong startups, with the great companies being able

Jānis Blaževičs, Founder and CEO at CrowdedHero: “People are

to successfully raise funds during tough times as well. However,

generally investing less. Investors choose less risky investment op-

Anders Bach Waagstein highlights that industries that can’t be

portunities, and the trend has again shifted more toward a long-

flexible and rethink their business strategy, will face more strug-

term strategy. There is no single formula for the best way to react;

gles.

it is probably different for each company. Our recommendation is
to adapt quickly to any market changes and try to keep the inves-

Looking at the bigger picture of impact-tech in the Nordics & Bal-

tor radar qualitative rather than quantitative.”

tics, companies need support from many different sides. Anders
Bach Waagstein mentions that it is a basic requirement to have

Theresa Fehle, Strategy & Business Development Associate at

strong societies that are willing to take part in the green transition

Ignitia: “In terms of impact, money is distributed from government

and generate impact. Kristaps Prusis adds that nowadays, compa-

aid to development banks, whose funds do not see the light of im-

nies need more help from specific stakeholders (e.g. banks, advisors,

pact entrepreneurship. Over our funding journey, we have noted

service providers) as well:

several challenges for impact entrepreneurs that conventional
businesses may not face, even before considering the economic
downturn and inflation. Impact investment is still tied very much
to emotion and the feeling of doing good. Because of this, ration-

“That is why a program such as
Mastercard Lighthouse is great to
have, because supporting startups
is more important than ever during
these difficult times.”

al decisions are surpassed by brand risk reputation management,
which leads to investments into less disruptive, local businesses,
instead of larger impact and global solutions, where risk is difficult
to estimate.”
Simon Bager, Co-Founder & CIO at Klimate: “Investors are readjusting the valuations they are willing to invest at and the traction

Looking at the Other Side – How Are Founders Experiencing the
Downturn?
Founders from the 2022 cohort of the Mastercard Lighthouse program highlight similar experiences, but also mention specific insights regarding the marketability of their solutions. Some of their
considerations include:
Eric Ariel Rimón, Co-Founder and CEO at Bcar.app: “Investors are
more careful with their investment portfolios and try to find the
‘next big thing’. They love solutions that prove themselves; they also
love a well-balanced team that develops future solutions and a
solution that is constantly growing and being developed. Never develop a product that only you will use - develop a product that is
dynamic, unique, and flexible.”
Veikko Koski, Founder and CEO at FinanceKey: “The current economic downturn and rising inflation have impacted fintech investments, turning the focus more on those players with a focus on
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they want to see. Specifically, a path to profitability is becoming a

‘building local and going global’ perspective, a great founder-prod-

topic of discussion more and more often, meaning there is less fo-

uct-market-fit, have a tight plan and execute on that plan, and

cus on “growth at all costs”. In our view, the market was overheat-

know your metrics”. When it comes to the downturn we are fac-

ed, so it might not be the worst thing to see a cool-down. We are

ing now, she also mentions the importance of having the mindset

seeing prices adjust due to inflation, and in the first instance, we

to stay true to your goals. Besides the above-mentioned factors,

can absorb this on behalf of our clients by adjusting the distribu-

Helene Bløcher and Dmitrij Sosunov both highlight the importance

tion in our portfolios. This has turned out to be a great value prop-

of inner organizational work, such as conducting good due dili-

osition towards our clients. However, the combination of inflation

gence and the optimization of business expenses.

and general outpacing of demand means that prices are going up
at a pace where our clients do need to invest more if they want to

On the social impact-tech side, both Cilia Holmes and Anders Bach

get a similar service.”

Waagstein say that the core is to have a good, innovative solution
which can be commercialized , while remembering to focus on the

How to Survive in the Current Climate

mission and the impact your company seeks to generate. Kristaps

Looking into the future, we asked our interviewees what they

Prusis completes the picture with an insight that holds true for the

thought companies should focus on, like to remain on the investor

startup scene in general: “Startups that find themselves in a state

radar. Javier Perez reminds companies to go back to the basics:

of having less capital now, are under pressure to become more in-

focus on your team, management and product while understand-

novative and to spend their money on the right things. With this

ing your burn-rate, and what drives revenue. “There is a tendency

tendency, focusing on profitability should be the path to follow,

during downturns and recessions for people to shift towards more

which was not necessarily the focus for Scandinavian startups

efficient payment methods and to rethink their consumption. Fin-

previously”.

techs that are focused on making people’s lives and the management of their personal finances easier, are probably going to do
well.”

Combining all these factors, investors state that promising startups with high impact are going to keep emerging and investors are
still going to stand behind them, because they will be the strongest

Gwen Sandberg points out three main aspects she always in-

representatives of the regional ecosystem and a glance of hope in

vestigates, when deciding about a potential investment: “Have a

the upcoming years.
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ALUMNI STORIES

HOW ENFUCE AND MASTERCARD
TEAMED UP TO FORM A STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIP WITHIN AND BEYOND
THE LIGHTHOUSE PROGRAM

The partnership between Enfuce and Mastercard dates back to

the banking sector, she started to miss having challenges at one

the very first edition of the Lighthouse program. In fact, Enfuce

point. ”I wanted to start scaling it, but the company was too con-

was the first winner of Lighthouse and the company has continued

servative, so I decided to quit – promising the team that we would

to impress us. Recently, Enfuce successfully completed a Series C

work together in the future.” Monika kept her promise when she

investment round. They have also extended their partnership with

founded Enfuce in 2016 with Denise Johansson and their former

Mastercard to expand their Card as a Service (CaaS) platform

colleagues.

in the Nordics. Co-founder and Co-CEO of the company, Monika
Liikamaa, has proclaimed 2021 a ground-breaking year for Enfuce,

The main technical idea was to build a processor that would be

and a growing one for the fintech industry as a whole, exemplified

scalable through the public cloud – a unique solution with no

by the high amount of capital raised. In 2022, the market tenden-

preceding case in the market. Enfuce has implemented revolving

cies seem to have changed, making fintechs in general rethink their

Mastercard cards in six months and later taken on even bigger

strategy to be able to continue their journeys towards success.

challenges. “When St1 wanted to be the first player in the Nordics

The Lighthouse team interviewed Monika to hear more about En-

to launch Apple Pay, we asked Mastercard how long a tokeniza-

fuce’s solution and the company’s journey since participating in

tion project takes – the answer was nine months. The customer

Lighthouse. We have also talked with Linn Johansson, Account

wanted to do it in three, so we did.” When asked what she thinks is

Manager at Mastercard, who is working closely with Enfuce on the

behind the rapid growth of the company, Monika said: “We wanted

partnership.

to build the best company in the world that actually makes money,
from the beginning.” Today, they have a wide portfolio of services,

The Start of a Unique Company by Unique Co-founders

with the leading example of CaaS, a one-stop shop for businesses

Monika boasts more than fifteen years of experience in building

to issue scalable payment cards in a short amount of time. They

payment solutions for banks and fintechs. When she started her

have recently entered new markets in Europe (United Kingdom,

first company in 2006, the climate of the IT-boom was very simi-

Germany & France) while raising 45 million euros in December

lar to what has been happening recently during the fintech boom.

2021 during their last funding round.

As Monika was tasked with building mobile payment businesses in

Enfuce team
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companies, Monika advises being open-minded and cooperative.
“Being part of a program and seeing the viewpoints of banks, the
alumni, and other partners, while asking questions and learning to
seize the opportunity is key. It will only bring you value if you bring
something to the table – it needs to be a win-win situation.”
Winter is Coming – and Some Will Be in Trouble
When asked about the current economic downturn, Monika sees
quite a few differences compared to former crises. “During the
financial crisis of 2008, the central banks had tools they do not
have now, while COVID-19 was more of a pause than an actual
downturn for fintech companies.” Personally, she thinks sacrificing

MONIKA LIIKAMAA

growth for profitability is the right thing to do and should be considered an investment in being prepared for the possibility of two

CO-FOUNDER AND

or three years of downturn.

CO-CEO, ENFUCE

When talking about the next steps for Enfuce, Monika highlighted that they really see themselves as a partner; they also want to
grow further in this sense. While maintaining the partnership principal, Monika’s future milestones include an IPO, conquering new
continents, keeping their high Net Promoter Score (NPS) target of
95 and having hundreds of new, successful customers.

Specifically, a shift can be observed in investor discussions,. While
a few months ago A, B and C rounds were only about growth, the
same VCs are now much more interested in profitability. Considering how companies should navigate the current climate, Monika
has strong views. “Anyone who does not have an understanding of
what value they bring to their customers and whether this value is
interesting enough for their customers to actually pay for, is going
to be in trouble”. In terms of classic financial institutions such as

Scaling Lighthouse Partnerships to the Next Level
“We entered the first edition of the Lighthouse program to win
it.” Monika emphasized that they wanted to extend their portfolio with something more impactful than the average sustainability
solutions on the market. My Carbon Action was born out of the
ideation processes during the program, as a value-added service
to the core business of Enfuce. The solution enables consumption
tracking and can drive change in consumer behavior.

banks, she believes that now is the time for them to understand
their negatives and utilize their competence in developing onboarding, Know Your Customer (KYC) and Anti-Money Laundering
(ALM) processes and overall, changing their mindsets to catch-up.
As inflation is now having an even bigger impact on people’s lives,
Monika observes that customers are being forced to rethink their
consumption, as every cent matters. “Overconsumption and not
understanding how your daily life is contributing to the problems

“Enfuce has brought an exciting value proposition to the table
through the Mastercard Lighthouse program.” Linn Johansson,
Account Manager at Mastercard said: “The local team was happy
that the company is Nordic-based, had a customer-centric mindset and a unique solution, so they immediately saw in them good
business potential and a valuable partner.” Throughout the years
of the partnership, the company has evolved from an interesting

of the world should be considered shameful. I hope it will force
people into the right consumption patterns.” Looking through the
lens of investors during these challenging times, she is observing
ESG-focused companies concentrating on consumption change,
renewable energy or nature protection. Monika sees that investing
in companies with such core businesses is a real investment in the
future, which is even more important now than ever before.

partner to an important one as well. “Companies that want to issue cards but don’t want to have a Mastercard license for various reasons are often looking for a local CaaS partner that knows
the market, and Enfuce is here to support them.” The cooperation
between the two parties goes beyond pure market expenditure.
“We will remain a strategic partner of the Lighthouse program as
well, so we will see all the good ideas that are viable”, Monika says.
“Enfuce is also able to support future bank-fintech partnerships,
making the process easier for the banks by taking over the pain of
compliance.” Partnering with other participants is already something Enfuce does very efficiently, as some former participating
companies are customers of theirs as well (e.g. Steven).
Recalling her experience of participating in Lighthouse, Monika
highlights the opportunity to network as the single biggest asset of
the program. “You might not collaborate today, but maybe tomorrow or in a year from now”. For future generations of participating
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LINN JOHANSSON
ACCOUNT MANAGER, MASTERCARD

ALUMNI STORIES: NORMATIVE

HOW NORMATIVE ENGAGES
THOUSANDS OF BUSINESSES
TO REPORT THEIR CARBON
EMISSIONS ACCURATELY

Normative, a former finalist of the first Mastercard Lighthouse
MASSIV program, provides a science-based carbon accounting
software solution for businesses, to tackle the accuracy gap in carbon reporting. Now, bolstered by new funding raised in July 2022,
they are ready to rapidly expand their carbon accounting engine
and support even more companies in measuring and reducing their
carbon footprints. The Lighthouse team has interviewed Kristian
Rönn, CEO and Co-Founder of Normative, to learn about the
company’s journey since joining the Lighthouse program. We also
wanted to hear their thoughts on the current market trends and
investor relations within the impact-tech space.
Raising Funds Within the Impact-Tech Space

KRISTIAN RÖNN

The Swedish impact-tech company recently raised 31 million euros

CEO AND CO-FOUNDER,

in a Series B investment round led by climate-tech growth equity

N O R M AT I V E

firm, Blume Equity. According to the press release on the company’s website: “This funding will enable Normative to expand its

valuations as well. “Back then, a lot of companies could get fund-

service – which is already compliance-grade and audit-ready – and

ing even before they had found the right product/market fit. Now

provide even more customers with highly accurate data on their

companies need to go back to basics and prove that they, ideally,

value chains, empowering them to measure and reduce their emis-

have predictable revenue, signed contracts with customers and a

sions.”

good EBITDA margin as well.” In general, he thinks the advent of

When asked about the state of funding within the industry, Kris-

competition is a good development for the market. “We have been

tian observed that there was more money in the market earlier,

very lonely in this space, as we have been doing carbon accounting

but also more confusion. “In 2020, the overall investor landscape

for eight years, while our main competitors are only one or two

was a bit more inflated than today, interest rates were low, so

years old. The emergence of three or four major players in the mar-

access to capital was higher. However, there were still a lot of

ket proves that investors see opportunities in this category.”

questions around climate-tech and carbon accounting, as venture
capital had not really caught up on what was going on in the legis-

Global Agendas and Market Trends in Carbon Reporting

lative landscape.” That changed in 2021; as Normative were com-

With new and expanding climate impact legislation being intro-

pleting their Series A investment round, investors had also started

duced across the globe, accurate carbon accounting becomes

to catch up.

more important than ever before. As the agenda for the next thirty years was set during the UN Climate Conferences in Paris and

Thinking about the current state of the market, apart from the

Glasgow, it is somewhat predictable what legislation will be rolled

increasing interest rates, Kristian highlights a shift in terms of

out. Normative provides a Legislation Tracker for businesses, so
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Insights on Normative’s platform

they can learn which carbon reporting legislation applies to their

action mainstream in the small to medium-sized business commu-

business. Although it is a global phenomenon, the European Un-

nity. In collaboration with Google, they have built a business calcu-

ion is leading the way with the Corporate Sustainability Reporting

lator based on Normative’s accounting system for companies that

Directive (CSRD) in action, which requires companies with more

signed up. “We conducted a survey before launching the business

than 250 employees to report their carbon emissions from 2023.

calculator. Most of the companies stated that they want to reach

An unfortunate turn of the agenda could occur if some countries

the net zero target, but they think it will cost a lot of money, time

reverse their commitment and return to fossil fuels, in response to

and energy. Now, after several months in operation, we see that

the energy crisis. ”Regardless of the current situation, the solution

thousands of small businesses can successfully account for their

should not be to return to fossil fuels, as those days are over. The

emissions by using our tool.”

only opportunity to obtain greater efficiency and cost effectiveness is renewable energy.”

Considering partnerships in general, Normative also needs to work
together with many different players such as financial institutions,

Kristian also mentions a genuine concern in terms of proper car-

large ERP system providers and consultancy firms. This shows that

bon accounting. “Some of the largest enterprises in the world have

there is an emerging eco-system on the horizon, with a common

undertaken net zero commitments. However, those enterprises’

goal: to help each other reach net zero. When talking about the

carbon accounts often do not include the value chain or Scope 3 .”

success stories of their customers, Kristian says there is nothing

However, the market is picking up on what has been Normative’s

more rewarding than seeing companies proving to the world that

core message from the beginning. “Companies are starting to care

it is possible to calculate their emissions properly and take action

about the accuracy of their carbon accounts, as auditors are look-

to reduce them.

ing closely at them, thanks to the increasingly detailed regulations.”
Note for the Future Generation of Lighthouse Participants
The Success of Normative Beyond Funding – Focusing on

For the future generation of impactful startups joining the Light-

Partnerships

house MASSIV program, Kristian highlights two success factors:

When asked about the experience they had during the Lighthouse

“First, build the minimum viable product and test if you have a

program, Kristian highlights the importance of strategic thinking

product/market fit. Second, founders should find competent team

when forming partnerships: “When you have someone who asks

members to support their journey, rather than trying to solve all

questions and tests your strategy, it really forces you to put it

the issues by themselves, especially when the focus is already on

down on paper.” Kristian remembers that the Lighthouse program

scalability during Seed or Series A rounds.”

helped them clarify their partnering strategy further.
Not long after participating in the program, they partnered with
the SME Climate Hub, a global initiative that aims to make climate
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LIGHTHOUSE SPRING 2023

TAKE THE OPPORTUNITY
TO APPLY!
Applications for the spring semester are now open and
we look forward to welcoming 20 new companies!

Are you a fast-growing & innovative
fintech company looking to partner with
Mastercard and leading banks in the
Nordics & Baltics?

– or -

Are you an impact-tech with roots in the
Nordics & Baltics ready to take the next step
in scaling your business and creating positive
change in the world? Then Mastercard Lighthouse, our partners and advisors want to
support you!

Apply to the Spring 2023 FINITIV or MASSIV program before Sun 12 Feb
Read more on mclighthouse.com

Lighthouse 2023 Spring Timeline

Applications
open
Fri 18 Nov

Applications
Close
Sun 12 Feb

Application
period

Workshop 1

Workshop 2

Announce
Fall Class

May– August			

Workshop 3

LIGHTHOUSE
Finale

Investor
demo day

September		

October		
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THANK YOU TO
EVERYONE INVOLVED!
Program team and Mastercard
Contributors
Anders Lund

Javier Perez

Seco Nuno

Anders Bach Waagstein

Jim Runsten

Shu-Wen Chan

Anton Danielsen

Joakim Hoglund

Stine Kirstein Junge

Casper Bjørner

Juha Mokka

Susanne Hannestad

Cilia Holmes Indahl

Katja Grothe-Eberhardt

Theresa Fehle

Dmitrij Sosunov

Kristaps Prusis

Triin Preem

Eric Ariel Rimón

Kristian Rönn

Veikko Koski

Geetha Selvakumar

Lasma Dzelme

Giedre Ramanauskaite

Lennaert Jonkers

Girts Berzins

Linn Johansson

Gwen Sandberg

Lisbeth Zacho

Helene Bløcher

Mansson Viktor

Jānis Blaževičs

Marius Ribokas

Janne Antila

Meelis Nurk

Startups in the Lighthouse
Fall 2022 Cohort

Our investor circle

Monika Liikamaa

Banking Partners

Program Partners

Community Partners

Do you want to become a Lighthouse partner?
Contact info@mclighthouse.com
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FOR YOUR INQUIRIES ABOUT LIGHTHOUSE,

FOR QUESTIONS ON CONTENT OF THIS REPORT,

PLEASE CONTACT

PLEASE CONTACT

Mats Taraldsson

Harry Brunow
VP, Business Development

Head of Innovation,

Harry.Brunow@mastercard.com

Fintech and Impact-tech Engagements
Mats.Taraldsson@mastercard.com

David Sucasas Wictorén
Director

Caroline Barnekow

Business Development

Director,

David.SucasasWictoren@mastercard.com

Fintech and Impact-tech Engagements
Caroline.Barnekow@mastercard.com

Louis Strøier
Associate Managing Consultant

Lana Brandorne

Mastercard Data & Services

Program Manager,

louis.stroier@mastercard.com

FINITIV
Lana.Brandorne@mastercard.com

Klaudia Kálmán
Associate Consultant

Eleonore Hinlopen

Mastercard Data & Services

Program Manager,

klaudia.kalman@mastercard.com

MASSIV
Eleonore.Hinlopen@mastercard.com
Jasmin Elmi
Strategic Program Manager
Mastercard Lighthouse
jasmin.elmi@mastercard.com
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